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Abstract 

 
The development of a new venture can be divided into different processes: 
opportunity discovery, securing resources to exploit these opportunities, and gaining 
legitimacy. This talk will focus on the opportunity discovery process for new 
technology ventures. It takes the perspective that opportunities are projects that 
ventures can exploit for profit. Since they operate in uncertain and complex 
environments, technology ventures need to manage a portfolio of opportunities that 
is continuously reevaluated. This suggests that, unlike conventional businesses, 
technology ventures must engage in rapid experimentation and learning, rather than 
focus on traditional planning and execution. From the business model innovation 
and entrepreneurial networks literature we also know that new ventures rely on 
partners to provide them with resources that they do not have. By collaborating with 
established partners they can validate their opportunities, gain access to 
complementary resources, and increase their visibility and recognition with 
customers. Students will learn about tools to manage opportunity portfolios and 
design business models. 
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Readings  

 
x Technology entrepreneurship  

(Bailetti, 2012) 
x Opportunity discovery and projects  

(Casson & Wadeson, 2007) 
x Entrepreneurial networks  

(Elfring & Hulsink, 2013) 
x Business modeling  

(McGrath, 2010; Trimi & Bergabel-Mirabent, 2012) 
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Business model canvas explained, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QoAOzMTLP5s 
 

 
  


